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I tried to complete the online survey which clearly will not work on an ipad (which is not a fair process if
you either take no notice of our comments as you ignored the last set of response from the Berkeley
residence even though we had the highest number of responses)
I am not against more house in proportion to our village but this is far too large to meet the needs of local
people and will not serve people with in the county as it will attract those from bristol looking for cheaper
housing. Who will work and spend money in bristol. We support dispersal of the large number of
housesthrough out the whole county not dumped on Sharpness as a cheap land option.
It will ruin our community and character of our lovely village of Sharpness which is not a run down
dockland portrayed by the developers but a lovely contryside village surrounded by green fields and a
stunning canal and thriving port. I understand this is refered to as coalescence.
The main problem also is there is only one main road to this area from the A38 and no plans to add more.
There is also a lack of infastructure since the council closed out local hospital, secondary school, library and
the doctors is on the brink of shut down and the banks all closed. There will be no jobs here, they cannot
even get businesses to take on the old power station units. Everyone will commute to bristol (at a terrible
enviormental impact).
The enviromental impact on building on green field sites will be detrimental for nature and have a massive
impact on wildlife. I read the study you have produced but it just kept saying more research needed to be
done in the future.
I feel you are not listening to the people or councillors that live here which is an unfiar process and this huge
development is not needed here.
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